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Welcome
As we notified you in the last ‘Events Newsletter’,  
the Management Team has taken the decision to  
move from our much-admired magazine to an  
A4 newsletter. We celebrate the 30th anniversary  
of our charitable status this year, which makes it  
as good a time as any for change. 

The decision was made chiefly for reasons of cost and time, but we also felt that a 
newsletter format could more easily convey what HGT is for and how it delivers the 
sentiment of the magazine’s ‘strapline’, Caring for Hampshire’s gardens and designed 
landscapes, public and private, adds to the quality of everyone’s lives. The first six editions 
of the Trust’s publication, from summer 1984 to autumn 1986, were A5 size and called 
‘Newsletter’. By edition no.7, issued in autumn 1988, it had become a ‘Journal’, under 
which name it continued until 2008, when it changed to a ‘Magazine’ in a larger format. 

The second paragraph of the first page of the first publication, Summer 1984, has 
particular resonance today:

The Trust intends to form a bridge between public and private funding  
for gardens, and aims to give expert advice on all periods of gardens, their 
restoration or re-creation and their management. Grant aid and practical 
assistance will be given where possible. Grants are available for the 
enhancement of urban and rural parks and gardens, school grounds  
and projects for fostering practical gardening skills.’ 

The article continues to name some of the first projects in which the Trust was 
involved. These include the creation of a medieval castle garden to be called ‘Queen 
Eleanor’s Garden’ beside the Great Hall in Winchester; the restoration of the historic 
setting for a ‘cottage orné’ of 1790 on the banks of the River Test; and the restoration 
of an Edwin Lutyens and Gertrude Jekyll garden at Marsh Court, Stockbridge. HGT 
did not, of course, actually create the new garden or carry out the two restoration 
projects, but it was involved instrumentally at the start of each project. And so it 
continues today. 

The Trust Office in Jermyns House, Ampfield, holds copies of all previous newsletters, 
journals and magazines, from 1984 to 2013. All contain excellent articles, and we are 
working towards placing an index by category on the website, so that anyone 
interested can ask to read them.

We hope you enjoy this first edition of the new ‘HGT News’ and look forward to your 
comments and suggestions, as well as your ideas for future articles or information.



Welcome

John Buonarotti Papworth, a Regency 
architect, wrote that ‘cottages ornés’ 
were the residences of ‘men of study, 
science or leisure’. Hampshire has a 
number of interesting examples in the 
latter category, often built for the 
enjoyment of the fine sport to be  
had on the trout streams and open 
countryside of this favoured county.

These ‘cottages’ continued the tradition 
of lodges in deer parks, but were for the 
more solitary sports of fishing and 
shooting. Although comfortable on the 
inside, lodges were studiously designed 
to given an air of rusticity on the 
outside. Thatched roofs and tall brick 
chimneys were typical.

Bournehill Cottage (now Cadland 
House) is of great interest as it was 
perhaps Capability Brown’s only attempt 
at a cottage orné. Unused to working at 
this scale, Brown produced around 1775 
a miniaturised garden layout in his 
grand style for his friend Robert 
Drummond. It worked unexpectedly 
well, as this charming garden by the 
Solent, now being restored, shows.*

However, people began to appreciate 
that the gardens of ornamental cottages 
could be designed in a more appropriate 
style, without extensive gardens. The 
agricultural writer William Marshall 
advised in 1785 that ‘neatness and 
simplicity ought to mark the style … 
ostentation and show should be 
cautiously avoided … a gaudy exotic 
ought not to be admitted; nor should 
the lawn be kept close shaven; its 
flowers should be permitted to blow; 

and the herbage when mown, ought  
to be … applied to some useful 
purpose.’

For a time Southampton had one of  
the chief contributors to the growing 
literature on rural architecture, John 
Plaw. His Ferme ornée: or Rural 
Improvements of 1795 is a valuable 
source of information. He claimed work 
on a fishing lodge at Brockenhurst 
House for John Morant in 1795 and 
another cottage orné at Lymington. 

One of Plaw’s illustrations is of a fishing 
lodge at Ringwood for Mr Drummond, 
and this shows affinity with a fishing 
lodge built further up the River Test 
before 1800, Houghton Lodge. A 
modest rise gives attractive views across 
lawns, originally meadows, and down 
the river. A shrubbery walk leading to  
a gateway made of flint amplifies the 
number of views to be had of the river, 
but it, and indeed the whole of the 
well-considered layout, keeps to 
Marshall’s maxim of ‘simplicity’. 

The  

COTTAGE ORNé
DAvID JACqUES
Author and consultant 
on historic gardens

* This article was originally written in 
1984, the year HGT was given charitable 
status. Since then, the gardens of Cadland 
House have been restored.

Houghton Lodge, a cottage orné  
near Stockbridge
Photo: Courtesy Hampshire Gardens Trust

Bournehill Cottage, designed by 
Lancelot Brown and Henry Holland 
Photo: Courtesy the Cadland Trustees
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Subsequent to Jean Hillier’s article on 
the Olympic Park in the autumn 2013 
HGT Magazine, 25 of us set out on a 
beautiful May day to see for ourselves 
what the Olympic legacy looked like a 
month after the full opening of the park.

An unavoidable diversion (along the 
Thames, and itself not without 
interesting views of newly painted bridges 
and Battersea Park) meant that our coach 
arrived a little late at our destination. 
The slightly curtailed visit of 2½ hours 
was barely long enough to take in all the 
aspects of the park. However, the group 
scattered to explore as many of the 
planted areas as possible and also to 
look into the velodrome and Aquatic 
Centre. No one ventured up the Orbit 
Tower, although one or two thought of 
doing so had there been more time.

The ornamental planting was very much 
a work in progress. Many areas were 
densely planted, but it was too early for 
dramatic and colourful floral displays. 
Other areas were comparatively bare 
and still under development. However, 
there was still plenty for us to see, notably 
a magnificent bank of orange eschscholzias, 
as well as many alliums, irises, grasses 
and small areas of wild flowers.

After welcoming us to Down Place, in 
South Harting, the owners, Mr and Mrs 
Thistleton-Smith, told us the history of 
both the house and garden, uniquely 
sited on the side of a horseshoe-shaped 
valley overlooking the South Downs.  
We then had a guided tour. There were 
delightful borders of herbaceous plants, 
shrubs and roses along terraces of 
different levels, winding down to the 
wildflower meadow with its collection  
of native orchids.

Then on to lunch at the Three 
Horseshoes at Elsted, where a 
ploughman's platter was laid out for  
us in the garden. Members enjoyed  
the lunch break, both for the warm 
welcome and the borders of roses.

In the afternoon we visited Sandhill 
Farm House at Rogate. The owner, 
Rosemary Alexander, Principal of the 
English Gardening School, led us around 
this intensively planted and magical 
garden, giving us in-depth descriptions 
and invaluable tips drawn from 
knowledge acquired over many years.  
It was all most inspirational, both for  
the garden’s design and the many 
unusual plants featured. 

The children's play area was particularly 
impressive, with ingeniously designed 
rope walks and tree houses. Nesting 
birds were in evidence as many of us 
enjoyed a peaceful walk through the 
wetlands, keeping a lookout for the 
numerous sculptures around the park  
or watching the curly fountains with 
children trying to catch the water jets  
in their hands. Everywhere around us 
Hillier trees were young and fresh in 
their new foliage. We had one minor 
criticism – a lack of signage in some 
areas. For instance there were no 
directions to Piet Oudolf’s garden or 
warnings about dead-end paths or the 
closure of cafés.

We all agreed that the park, although 
still in its infancy, was a special place for 
us to enjoy, and a fitting Olympic legacy. 
As for the outing itself, most of the 
group felt the long coach journey had 
been worthwhile in order to see the 
park in its infancy and expressed an 
interest in returning in a few years’ time 
to check on its progress. A journey probably 
better undertaken by train in future.

LESLIE SHAW
Acting Chairman, Events Team

JOANNA LANG
Member of the Events Team

Jim and Eileen Love in front of the  
Orbit Tower       
Photo: Leslie Shaw

Eye-catching eschscholzias       
Photo: Leslie Shaw
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On a glorious June morning dozens  
of cars converged on Stavordale Priory,  
a Grade 1 listed site on the Dorset/
Somerset/Wiltshire borders, for a private 
visit led by one of the owners, Michael 
le Poer Trench. Founded in 1243, the 
Priory became a restored medieval 
church, then a farm for 350 years and 
an Edwardian gentleman’s residence 
with gardens of high hedges and formal 
rose gardens. In the 1970s it came under 
the ownership of garden designer 
Georgia Langton, who laid out the 
framework of the gardens seen today.

It was hard to imagine the Edwardian 
garden as we set off from the charming 
courtyard into a grotto, created by the 
present owners, via old stone steps 
down to a rill, with paintings on walls, 
tumbling roses, a fountain enclosed by  
a stone fireplace surround, huge 
euphorbias, mauve erigerons, cascading 
plants on different levels and a heady, 
pervading scent all around. If you have 
been to Ninfa, near Rome, you will 
know what I mean. On down more 
steps to a lily-covered moat and then 

through groves to a series of three  
pools – Main lake, Middle lake and 
Granny Pool, all framed by cooling trees. 
Further on to the intriguing-sounding 
‘elephant’, which turned out to be the 
gigantic ‘Elephant of the Bastille’ statue 
created for the film of Les Misérables.

If I add in cloister gardens with white, 
pink and mauve flowers and box 
hedges, a vast lawned area with three 
wonderful herbaceous borders leading 
on to a long rill, a lavender garden, 
orchards and a vegetable garden, all 
arranged round an imposing stone 
house – you might have some idea of 
the delight we experienced in this visit. 

PICNIC LUNCH AND  
FOREST LODGE 
But the day was not ended. We arrived 
for a picnic lunch in Dorset Gardens Trust 
stalwart Sarah Fitzgerald’s garden, Pen 
Mill Farm in Pen Selwood, near Wincanton. 
Herbaceous borders, a delightful lawned 
area, a lake and a shell house.

Did we really need to move on?  
Well, yes! Because the final visit of the 
day was to nearby Forest Lodge, a stud 
with a contemporary 3-acre garden 
created by the owner Lucy Nelson,  
who admits to learning gardening and 
design from scratch. It is part formal, 
with pleached allée and rill, and part 
water garden with a lake. There is  
also a small orchard and a rose garden, 
for which the horses provide plenty  
of manure! From a terrace with  
wide views out to the countryside, 
semi-circular steps lead down to  
a lawn and the lake.

JANET HURRELL
Member of the Management Team

The main lake, Stavordale Priory        
Photo: Michael Le Poer Trench

The rill and herbaceous border, 
Stavordale Priory         
Photo: Michael Le Poer Trench

One of the terraces, Forest Lodge         
Photo: Tony Hurrell

Lunch at the shell house, Pen Mill Farm         
Photo: James Long
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T E A M  R E P O R T           Conservation and Development Team

Working with  
community  
groups

With the Government still firmly 
promoting the localism agenda, the 
Team has redoubled its support to 
garden groups and local communities. 
With researchers now firmly embedded 
in the team, providing the accurate 
historical data, we currently have 
numerous projects in development on 
the books. This is not to say that we are 
taking our eye off the ball where 
proposed planning applications or 
policies threaten historic gardens or 
cherished landscapes. Making 
representations to Local Planning 
Authorities is still one of our key tasks, 
more so in the current, laissez-faire 
climate of planning control.

A case in point is the team’s submission 
to Eastleigh Borough Council’s draft 
Local Plan public consultation, which 
includes a major housing allocation 
cheek by jowl with the Capability  
Brown landscape at North Stoneham 
Park. It shows just how vulnerable is  
our landscape heritage in the face of 
modern development, and how 
important it is for the Trust to be alert 
and ready to respond to that threat. 

Some of the planned 
development projects  
in the community  
On the edge of Lymington, in the New 
Forest, we are supporting Lymington 
and Pennington Town Council and the 
Lymington Society in advising on 
restoration of the landscape setting 
to the Walhampton Monument, a 
magnificent obelisk in the Egyptian 
style, commemorating the 250th 
anniversary of the birth of Sir Harry 
Burrard Neale, so that once more it can 
become a major destination for locals 
and visitors. Locally, Sir Harry enjoyed  

CHRIS WILLIAMS
Leader of the  
Development Team

On a warm and sunny June evening,  
43 members celebrated HGT’s  
30th anniversary with a private viewing 
of the Centenary Border at the Sir 
Harold Hillier Gardens with its Director, 
Wolfgang Bopp. The evening began 
with a champagne and canapé 
reception on the lawn outside  
Jermyns House. In a short speech  
Gilly Drummond reminded us of the 
beginnings of the HGT and introduced 
another founding member, Barbara Hall. 

Wolfgang then gave us a short 
introduction to the history of the 
gardens before we walked round the 
border with him. There was plenty of 
colour, with philadelphus, salvia, 
euphorbias, persicaria, campanulas 
and penstemons in flower and the 
delphiniums being particularly eye 
catching in shades of blue/purple. 
Our attention was also drawn to  
a number of fine specimen trees, 
including a well-matured Wollemi 
pine, before we walked back through 
the wildflower meadow, with pink 
orchids and yellow rattle predominant.

Wolfgang’s explanations and his 
informative and approachable style  
of presentation so engaged us that  
no one kept time and we finished 
late. However, we had the border and 
the gardens all to ourselves in the late 
summer evening sun and few people 
were in a hurry to get home. We left 
feeling that Wolfgang and his staff 
had taken care to make it a special 
evening for us.

LESLIE SHAW
Acting Chairman, Events Team

TOP Gilly Drummond with guests                                     
ABOVE Wolfgang Bopp ponders the 
answer                                      
Photo: Leslie Shaw

Delphiniums making a good show                                     
Photo: Wolfgang Bopp,  
Sir Harold Hillier Gardens
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HGT’s 30th anniversary celebration at the 
Sir Harold Hillier Gardens

Celebrating 

30 years
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T E A M  R E P O R T           Conservation and Development Team

Working with  
community  
groups

Trees in 
churchyards

Hampshire Gardens Trust was recently 
invited to help the proactive parishioners 
of All Saints, Houghton to decide on 
how best to manage the churchyard. 
They realised that this public space had 
potential for people of all ages, to come 
and sit and enjoy the tranquil setting, 
and to ponder upon the lives of those 
now departed whose daily routines were 
entwined with the village – the people 
who had built the cottages, coppiced 
the woodland, fished the streams, laid 
the hedges and, indeed, maintained this 
little church for 800 years.

All but two of the gravestones that 
comprise the setting of the church are 
stone, covered with lichen and, like all  
of us who are getting-on-a-bit, not 
standing quite straight. Our ancestors 
had a penchant for planting gloomy 
trees in graveyards in respect of queen 
victoria’s long mourning. Nowadays  
we tend to celebrate the life of someone 
who has passed and are aware of our 
fleeting lives. It was felt that the trees  
at Houghton were encroaching on this 
small brick-and-flint building and 
needed some careful management.  
HGT was able to help with a tree survey.

Trees now 100 years old, particularly 
conifer and yew, were preventing any 

use of the land beneath and were 
shading out wild flowers. So it is 
planned to crown-lift about a dozen 
trees and remove a large, dull conifer in 
order to replant with a small-leaved lime. 
It was hoped to remove a second conifer 
and replace with a walnut, but this is 
close to the road and to a neighbour who 
wished to retain the privacy this tree 
afforded. When considering any tree work, 
one has to be conscious of neighbours 
who share the tree’s aspect and, in the 
case of churchyard trees, the Diocesan 
Advisory Committee must be consulted 
before any works can take place, even if 
planning permission is granted. 

Interestingly, one tree confused the tree 
surveyor, who was doing the survey 
during the winter. The twigs were thin, 
dark brown and curving gracefully, and 
the black buds were tiny. The tree 
turned out to be an elm, self-seeded, 
and the hope is that these young trees 
are too few and far between to be hosts 
to Dutch Elm Disease. Maybe, tucked in 
corners of churchyards, there are more 
elms that might recolonize our landscape.

Churchyards are a continuation of the 
countryside in the heart of communities 
and often the setting of a listed building. 
They are one place where little children 
can run about and let off a bit of steam 
and pick a few wild flowers. They are a 
place where deciduous trees can grow 
to their full potential and be uplifting 
and inspiring. They are a memorial to 
those at rest and a hub for wildlife. 

a glittering naval career, becoming Lord 
of the Admiralty and MP for Lymington.

To the rear of another historic 
monument, the Great Hall in 
Winchester, sits queen Eleanor’s 
Garden, a little ‘jewel’ designed in the 
medieval style by Sylvia Landsberg, a 
botanist and internationally renowned 
expert on medieval gardens. We are 
working with Sylvia and Hampshire 
County Council to improve the 
maintenance of the garden, to insert 
new features and to develop good 
information facilities for visitors.

The term ‘jewel’ may never have been 
used to describe Owen Luder’s Tricorn 
shopping centre in central Portsmouth, 
but it is indisputable that the currently 
vacant site, where the buildings stood 
ten years ago, is an eyesore of epic 
proportions. Working with the 
Portsmouth Society, Portsmouth  
City Council and the Shaw Trust, the 
team is advising on, and helping fund, 
temporary landscape works that will 
mitigate the current appearance until 
the centre is redeveloped. After that,  
in the best traditions of recycling, the 
planting may be removed and utilised 
elsewhere in the city centre.

The lovely churchyard at Houghton 
(see right) illustrates where the team’s 
recent intervention with advice and  
a small grant is helping the local 
community to achieve the perfect 
setting to its historic church. 

In 2012 the Furzey Gardens Charitable 
Trust, with the Minstead Training Trust, 
stormed into the national headlines with 
its gold medal garden at Chelsea, so it’s 
great for the team to be working with 
them at their garden in the New Forest. 
Their new plans are at a preliminary 
stage, but helping fund a children’s 
environmental centre with high-tech 
interactive equipment, toilets etc is 
currently on the agenda.   

vICkI JORDAN 
LANDSCAPE ANSWERS

Member of the Conservation 
and Development Team

Houghton churchyard                           
Photo: vicki Jordan                    



‘Gardening for television’ could be a specialist subject on 
Mastermind. It is unlike any other kind of horticulture. This 
of course was one of the charms of being a contestant in The 
Big Allotment Challenge, a BBC series broadcast early in 2014 
– it was an opportunity to garden in a way neither my 
gardening partner, Kate Bennett, nor I had done before. The 
location too was a plus: the long-disused walled vegetable 
garden of Mapledurham House, a wonderful Jacobean 
country house on the Thames in Caversham. Kites and 
buzzards circled overhead and geese honked as they flew 
around the ancient cedar over the garden wall.  

We understood that the aims of the series (working title ‘The 
Patch’ but ultimately called ‘The Big Allotment Challenge’) 
were to show the viewing public how many different ways 
there are to grow fruit, flowers and vegetables. There would 
also be  ‘challenges’, which would be rather like entering 
every class in a village horticultural show. A professional (i.e., 
RHS-trained) gardener would show viewers how the growing 
should be done from seed to harvest, and how to cope with 
all the perils of blackfly and slugs en route. 

Diversity was encouraged and we had to make sure that our 
plot, a massive 10 by 12 metres – looked attractive and weed 
free at all times. Bare patches were discouraged and time-
lapse photographs were taken of each plot every week. We 
were really proud of our design, which was a saltire pattern 
criss-crossed with green herb/lettuce/chard dividing each of 
the triangular quarters, which were colour-coded red, white, 
blue-and-pink and yellow-and-orange. In the middle a hazel 
cage of sweet peas, matched the appropriate colour range 
(except yellow/orange). The ends of the plot held straight 
lines of potatoes, courgettes, and mixed colours of flowers 

such as chrysanthemums and zinnias, which did not fit into 
a colour-coded section. This of course was all very different 
from home, and was a challenge we really enjoyed. 

The nine allotments were designed differently, either for 
productivity or for beauty, depending on the inclinations  
of the growers. As Kate and I, uniquely, had never actually 
had an allotment, we didn’t go down the productivity route. 
We garden together in Kate’s large country garden and do 
exactly what we want – digging up a bit more field if more 
veg or flower bed is needed. 

Gardening for television is different in many ways from real 
life. We did no soil preparation, for example, deciding that  
as we were only gardening for one season, this was not 
necessary. Others – mainly men, it must be said – spent the 
first weekends double-digging and removing all the bits of 
plastic and general detritus in the fertile compost we had 
been assured was incorporated into everyone’s plot. It turned 
out that the soil was pretty dreadful everywhere, and the 
only way things would grow was to feed everything weekly 
with industrial quantities of Tomorite. This worked a treat, 
but would have been beyond our budget if we’d been doing 
it at home. The one advantage of the poor soil was that no 
slug or snail was ever seen trying to cross the plot – quite 
unimaginable this year.

At home we can choose not only what to grow, but also 
which varieties. For TV this was not always the case. The 
main focus had to be on the challenges at the end of the 
summer, and the BBC sensibly insisted on everyone growing 
‘back-ups’ for everything, in case of general crop failure. For 
this reason we grew potatoes, chard, courgettes, chillies and 
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zinnias (which I wouldn’t normally give house-room to). 
Everything could, and was, used in the flower-arranging  
and cooking challenges, however. At one stage we were 
completely mystified when everyone was given gherkin 
seeds followed by cauliflower plugs, as piccalilli and pickled 
gherkins had not been on the original challenge list.

We were able to take advantage of the BBC to try out new 
things. We’d often wondered about grafted veg, and decided 
to have a go as the BBC was paying. Our prize-winning 
aubergine (and Aphrodite too, for those who saw this 
episode) was grafted, as were our melons and peppers.  
These all grew prodigiously and had wonderful crops. The 
tomatoes also grew splendidly into show specimens but, 
sadly, they tasted of cotton wool.

The second constraint, which we found particularly trying, 
was that the varieties of seeds or plants we had requested 
were often substituted with whatever was available at the last 
minute from the nearest garden centre. The young, central-
London flat-dwellers who manned the production company 
found themselves on a steep learning curve when faced with 
buying even simple things like nasturtium seeds, which they 
couldn’t pronounce, let alone recognise. As purchases, quite 
rightly, had to go through them, this was very challenging. 
There was a horticultural expert but he was more of a 
plantsman than an allotment specialist, as became evident 
when I had to show him how to tell the difference between 
red and blackcurrant bushes.

Contestants who were asked to leave at the end of each 
challenge were not allowed back until the final. Meanwhile, 
their plots were watered and kept looking good for TV.  
All the plots were watered for us when we weren’t there, 
although we would always have liked more. At the end of  
the series everyone could take their harvest home, as well  
as a rose bush or two as a souvenir.

WHy DID WE DO IT?
We are often asked why we in particular were chosen to be 
on this programme. It was quite a mystery to us too because 
we had applied as a joke but one thing led to another and we 
found ourselves selected. We all agreed that the BBC had 
chosen us all well, with our different accents, attitudes and 
personalities, and we enjoyed working together for the 16 
growing weeks before the challenges. At challenge time we 
would go round each other’s plots every week, to check on 
the competition. With onions and dahlias this was easy to 
do, but with carrots, sweetcorn and melons it was trickier. 
Alex and Ed, the eventual winners, kept a book and could 
tell you exactly what everyone’s aubergine, for instance, was 
like. We marvelled at this, but as our approach was to do the 
best we possibly could, rather than to win, we wouldn’t have 

found it helpful. It didn’t always help them either, because 
they were often tempted to enter the biggest, rather than the 
most matching, examples they grew. As an ex-academic and 
a teacher, Kate and I are used to looking at the criteria and 
making sure we fulfilled them, and we won several best-in-
show awards as a result of this.

Taking part in The Big Allotment Challenge was both 
tremendous fun and an enormous commitment. Would  
we do it again? Probably not. The show we thought we were 
participating in proved to be very different on TV. We had 
understood that viewers would be shown how to grow fruit, 
vegetables and flowers, and that they would be able to follow 
the development of the different plots, as well as watch the 
challenges. It was a surprise to see that the series was really 
about nine pairs of ‘allotmenteers’ competing. Although we 
did very well, coming second overall, we would have liked to 
see much more about how people on allotments can learn  
to grow their own. And all of us would have loved to see the 
time-lapse sequences on everyone’s plots.
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TOP LEFT The blue-and-pink quarter
TOP RIGHT Grafted tomatoes in the greenhouse
ABOVE The white and yellow-and-orange quarters
Photos: Eleanor Waterhouse



The village of Sherfield-on-Loddon is an unexpected host to 
a rich diversity of historic gardens and houses. Many are 
associated with large Victorian families who moved into the 
area in the late 19th century and whose children then 
bought houses close by. Family connections like this give a 
wider dimension to the history of these sites and frequently 
feature in garden history. However, there are also owners 
whose role has been forgotten, and the thrill of garden 
history research is sometimes unravelling the story of the 
owners, as much as that of the gardens.

Today, Sherfield-on-Loddon is an attractive village bypassed 
by the A33 Basingstoke-to-Reading road. In 1791 Thomas 
Milne's map of Hampshire shows it as a small settlement 
around St Leonard's Church, alongside the old moated 
Sherfield Court. Clustered close by were the smithy, the inn 
and several cottages and, a little apart from these, along 
Wildmoor Lane, was the rectory.

St Leonard’s/Drayton House/
Sanguilo Manor – the beginning  
of the story
From 1863 the rectory at Sherfield-on-Loddon was occupied 
by the Reverend Alfred G. Barker and his wife, Agnes. Alfred 
and his brother, George, were sons of a landed Berkshire 
family, the Barkers of Stanlake Park, Twyford. In 1875 Alfred 
remodelled the rectory into a large and comfortable family 
residence. The house was set in a small park, within which 
there was a cricket pitch. Closer to the house were kitchen 
gardens, ponds and pleasure grounds. Having provided 
another house in the village for succeeding rectors, Alfred 

Barker renamed his house St Leonard's and lived there until 
his death in 1906. In 1907 St Leonard’s was acquired by 
Eustace Exall Palmer, of Huntley & Palmer biscuit fame. The 
Palmer family had two things in common with the Barker 
family: Berkshire roots and a love of cricket. No doubt the 
private cricket pitch was an attraction! Palmer renamed his 
house Drayton House, probably after his wife's relatives from 
Drayton in Norfolk.

Affluent neighbours 
The second half of the 19th century had brought much 
development to this corner of Hampshire. The opening of 
the railway between Basingstoke and Reading was certainly  
a significant factor, with convenient stations at Bramley and 
Stratfield-Mortimer. New, spacious, redbrick mini-mansions 
dotted the countryside as newly affluent bankers, brewers, 
coal-mine owners, industrialists and South African 
‘randlords’ found the means to enjoy country pursuits 
alongside such long-established landowning gentry as the 
Wellesleys at Stratfield Saye, the Brocases at Beaurepaire or 
the Curzons at Hackwood. By and large, the gardens of  
these new properties were created by the owners  
themselves, perhaps in collaboration with their architects, 
and it is rare to find significant garden designers associated 
with these sites. 

One such property, a neighbour to Drayton House, was 
Sherfield Manor. The original house on the site, Archer 
Lodge, had been replaced by an owner whose family had 
long been associated with sugar production in Trinidad and 
Guyana, and this mansion was subsequently redeveloped 
by J. Taylor, a partner in Rand Mines Ltd who brought a 
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touch of South African sun and gold to Sherfield! Taylor 
employed the renowned architect Fairfax-Wade to enlarge 
the house, and together they created a garden of some 
magnificence, filling it with many colourful rare plants, 
shrubs and flowers.

By 1907 Taylor had returned to Cape Town, and Sherfield 
Manor was bought by the Liddell family, from the north  
of England. Again, it was industrial wealth, this time from 
coalfields, that brought them prosperity and the means to 
support a large house and grounds in Hampshire. Sadly, 
their son Aidan died a few years later, during World War I, 
shortly after being awarded the Victoria Cross; his grave is  
in the South View Cemetery in Basingstoke.

In 1927 the Liddells sold Sherfield Manor and moved to 
Drayton House, where John Liddell died in 1930. An aerial 
photograph dating from around this period shows the house 
set in immaculate lawns, with a tennis court and putting 

green and flower-filled beds. Across 
Wildmoor Lane there was an extensive 
walled kitchen garden, bursting with 
vegetables, fruit trees and glasshouses (now 
Wyevale Garden Centre and car park). 

The Marsman family
After John Liddell’s death, Drayton House  
was sold in 1934 to a remarkable family,  
the Marsmans, from Manila. For rural 
Hampshire, Jan Hendrik and Mary Angus 
Blythe Marsman were unusual. Mary Blythe 
was born in Scotland in 1888 but moved with 
her family to the United States, where she 
married her first husband, Nils Petersen. In 
1915 the couple emigrated to the Philippines 
and settled near the gold-prospecting centre 
at Baguio, north of Manila. Here they 
established the Benguet Mining Company, 
which quickly became the country's largest 
mining enterprise. Nils Petersen died in the 
1918 flu pandemic, but two years later the 
enterprising Mary married Jan Hendrik 
Marsman, a Dutchman who had come to the 
Philippines to work for a major sugar producer 
after World War I. Mary and Jan Hendrik 
(Hank) spent several successful years in the 
highly risky field of prospecting and mining. 
By 1929 they had formed their own company, 
Marsman & Company Inc., which soon 
expanded into a variety of other enterprises. 

By the mid-1930s worldwide enthusiasm for speculative 
investment in the Philippines was reaching fever pitch and, 
having established a branch in London, the Marsmans 
needed a base in England. Conveniently situated midway 
between Southampton, where they arrived by transatlantic 
liner, and London, where the company had its local 
headquarters, Drayton House in Sherfield-on-Loddon met  
all their requirements. 

The house, which Mrs Marsman purchased in November 
1934 and renamed Sanguilo Manor, was substantial (it had 
eleven bedrooms, but only two bathrooms) and epitomised 
an old English style of domestic architecture, with heavy 
stone fireplaces, a wealth of oak panelling, some 'cathedral 
glass windows', a library, billiard room and smoking room. 
The grounds extended to 54 acres but, like the house, they 
must have appeared tired and dated to the Americans' eyes, 
and the landscaper William Wood & Son Ltd of Taplow was 
commissioned to upgrade them.
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The rotunda and canal today
Photo: valerie Joynt



 In the 1930s William Wood & Son had won many RHS 
awards and was gaining a national reputation for garden 
design, particularly for the fashionable rock garden. Their 
catalogues, now in the RHS archives at Wisley, show designs 
that reflect the art deco taste of the 1930s, and nowhere was 
this more apparent than at Sherfield.

Wood remodelled the terraces, with an elegant rotunda 
overlooking a narrow basin of water; art deco sculptures 
adorned both ends of the canal. A new pavilion faced the 
tennis court, and a particular feature of the garden was  
the Westmorland stone rockery with its waterfall and  
linking pools. 

When the property was next offered for sale in 1946, a  
series of photographs, now held at the NMRC in Swindon, 
was taken by John D. Wood, and these show how house and 
garden were complementary. The interiors gained elegant art 
deco etched-glass lunettes above doorways, bathrooms were 
updated and generally the house was brought up to the 
highest standards of modernity.

Jan Hendrik and Mary Marsman and their daughter  
Anne, who was at an English boarding school, continued  
to visit until war broke out in 1939. The threat of Japanese 
occupation in the Philippines forced Mrs Marsman and her 
daughter to relocate to California. Her husband, however, 
suffered a very different fate. In December 1941 he was in 
Hong Kong on business – despite the known threat to  
the colony – and on Christmas Day, when the colony 
surrendered, Marsman was taken and placed with  
hundreds of others under confinement in the Kowloon 
Hotel. Claiming his rights as a Philippine citizen, he escaped, 
managed to pass through Japanese lines and with four others 
walked 250 miles to safety behind the Chinese Nationalist 

lines to Kweilin. Once safe in Chungking, Marsman related 
to British officials his firsthand evidence of the appalling 
atrocities he had witnessed, and in particular the vengeance 
of the Japanese towards the British. This was soon relayed to 
London and the story appeared in The Times on 2 April 1942 
under the headlines ‘Escapes from Hong Kong’, ‘Japanese 
Hatred of British’, ‘Atrocities Confirmed’. There is no 
evidence that anyone in Basingstoke or Sherfield-on-Loddon 
was aware of the local connection with this extraordinary 
event and the family involved.

Sanguilo Manor was let to the Red Cross as a convalescent 
home until 1947, when Mrs Marsman instructed her UK 
agent to arrange the sale. From then on, the house followed 
the route of so many larger houses at the time: convalescent 
home, school, long periods of vacancy and finally its present 
use is as a thriving, successful school for young people with 
learning difficulties. 

But the Marsmans did leave a legacy: most of the William 
Wood garden remains and some of the beautiful art deco 
interiors survive. The gardeners who work there now know 
the story of the earlier owners and occupiers and value the 
significance of the historic legacy they have inherited. This  
is why our research at the HGT is of such value. It is not just 
about gardens and garden buildings; it must always also 
consider the owners and garden-makers, each one of whom 
brings his or her own personality to his property – and  
none more so than the forgotten Marsmans of Sanguilo, 
Sherfield-on-Loddon.
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ABOVE Portrait of Jan Hendrik 
Marsman (1892–1956)
Photo: Courtesy the  
Marsman-Drysdale Group

LEFT Sanguilo interior – a 
glass lunette dating from 
1935/36
Photo: valerie Joynt
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T E A M  R E P O R T   Research Group

Researching  
Hampshire’s  
historic parks  
and gardens

Did you know that there are over 800 
sites on Hampshire’s Register of Historic 
Parks and Gardens? And did you know 
that Hampshire Gardens Trust, through 
its Research Group, is responsible for 
maintaining and updating it?  We also 
respond, on behalf of Hampshire 
County Council (HCC), to queries from 
the public about the Register, and we 
help the Trust’s Conservation and 
Development Group when they respond 
to planning applications that involve 
historic gardens and landscapes. More 
information about the sites on the 
Register can be found on our public 
research website, where you can access 
our research on many sites and find links 
to other sources of information. This 
website is currently being rebuilt, but 
the original site is still accessible at 
http://hantsgtrg.pbworks.com.

Special projects 
As well as continuing research work  
on Register sites, the group is currently 
working on two projects of particular 
interest. One is national, and already 
under way, to mark the tercentenary  
of the birth of Lancelot ‘Capability’ 
Brown (see page 24). There are around 
a dozen sites in Hampshire attributed  
to Brown, ranging from the ‘big three’ 
(Broadlands, Highclere Castle and 
Stratfield Saye) through more modest 
gardens (Cadland, Warnford Park) to 
those that have disappeared entirely and 
exist only in archives (Paultons, 
Cuffnels). One site, North Stoneham 
Park, in Eastleigh, is currently the focus 
of a development plan for housing.  
Secondly, to mark the centenary of the 
start of World War I, we are seeking to 
identify the war’s impact on Hampshire’s 
historic landscapes. There are many 
themes to follow: public parks ploughed 

for allotments; timber felling and huge 
lumber camps in the New Forest; 
encampments everywhere; the use of 
large houses, and their gardens, for 
hospitals. And then there must be the 
stories of the gardeners who went off  
to the front: their stories, and the stories  
of the gardens they left behind, many  
of which fell into decline and ruin, are 
especially poignant. The postwar 
memorial parks and landscapes are 
 well documented; the impact on the 
landscape while the war was in progress 
is not. So, if you have any family 
memories or documents that could 
contribute to our project, please do get 
in touch via the office. 

Out and about
The Group also organises visits and 
training for our researchers. This year we 
had a day exploring two historic sites in 
Hart – Elvetham Hall and West Green. 

Elvetham’s finest hour was in 1591, 
when the grounds were landscaped  
to provide the setting for a lavish 
entertainment for Elizabeth I. The 
centrepiece was a crescent-shaped lake 
on which naumachia or mock sea battles 
were staged. Used once, the lake was 
then abandoned. We spent a happy 
time reading the landscape, trying to 
work out where the lake had been (a 
contemporary engraving undoubtedly 
exaggerated its size!)  

On a glorious early July morning we  
had a guided tree-identification walk at 
the Sir Harold Hillier Gardens, focusing 
on trees likely to be found in historic 
parks and gardens. Our hugely 
knowledgeable guide was Trevor 
Bradnam, former HCC Senior 
Arboricultural Officer. We pestered  
him with questions all the way and we 
learned a lot. Later in the summer, we 
visited the Linnean Society in Burlington 
House, Piccadilly. We also had a field trip 
to Bramshill Park, formerly a police 
training college and now for sale. It has 
an early 17th-century garden around a 
contemporary Jacobean mansion, with 
later park landscaping. Finally, in 
November there is a training day for  
all our researchers.

We welcome new researchers. No 
previous experience is necessary, just an 
enthusiasm for gardens and their history. 

SALLy MILLER
Chairman, Research Group

The Wellingtonia Avenue, Elvetham                          
Photo: Janet Hurrell                    

The Chairman bows low before members 
of the Research Group at West Dean (or is 
she just ducking under the wisteria?)
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A FRIENDS GARDEN

The 
Porter’s 
Garden

The Porter's Garden, in Portsmouth 
Historic Dockyard, was designed by 
Robert Camlin in 1999 and has been 
recreated on the site formerly occupied 
by the Dockyard Porter's garden.

The initial work on the garden included 
the design, the removal of buildings, 
concrete/tarmac car parks and hard 
standing, and the recreation of the 
layout of the former garden, created in 
1754, with lawns, paths and hedges, 
lighting and additional hard landscaping. 

The Friends of the Porter's Garden took 
over the planting and gardening early  
in 2001 and ever since have been 
enthusiastically mowing, digging,  
and maintaining and filling the new 
flowerbeds with period plants. This work 
has been funded by Portsmouth Naval 
Base Property Trust and the fundraising 
efforts of the Friends. The garden was 
formally opened by the Lord Mayor of 
Portsmouth on 21 June 2001 and exists 
as a haven of peace in a busy industrial 
environment for visitors, dockyard 
workers and local residents alike. 

The navy contributed two statues: 
Captain Scott, sculpted by kathleen 
Lady Scott in 1915; William III, sculpted 
by van Ost, ‘finished in the manner of 
the Caesars’ and presented by Richard 

Norton in 1718. Beyond is the stone 
found lodged in the hull of HMS Pique, 
which ran aground in Labrador but 
successfully crossed the Atlantic in 1835.

DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE GARDEN
In 2002/3 the Friends successfully 
commissioned two wrought-iron  
gates for the garden, forged by  
Peter Clutterbuck, a local designer/
blacksmith, and paid for equally by  
the Friends, Portsmouth Naval Base 
Property Trust and Flagship Portsmouth.  

A further project was the carving of 
stone seats for the garden from blocks 
of granite recycled from the dockyard. 
The three granite seats were installed in 
2005 by sculptor/mason Roger Stevens. 

Depicting the hulls of The Mary Rose, 
HMS Victory and HMS Warrior, they have 
a sculptural quality and celebrate naval 
and dockyard traditions. Traditional 
Breedon gravel now accentuates lawns, 
flowerbeds and the simple outlines of 
the seats.  

On 21 March 2009, a raised extension 
to the garden, in front of Boat House 6, 
was formally opened by Mike Hall, then 
Chairman of Hampshire Gardens Trust. 
The garden was designed by the late Sir 
Colin Stansfield Smith and features Breedon 
gravel, a flight of steps, a double walled 
border and five Juglans nigra.  

In June 2010 the Dockyard Wall was 
decorated with three oval plaques 
commemorating queen Mary II 
(1689–94), king Charles II (1660–85) 
and queen Anne (1702–14), all of whom 
had an interest in gardening. And in 
October 2012 a statue of St Fiacre, the 
patron saint of gardeners, was added  
to the wall. The plaques and the statue 
were made by local sculptor John 
Phillipson. We are currently (2014)  
in the process of commissioning the 
installation of a large piece of sculpture 
on the raised extension.

Each year we try to commemorate an 
historical anniversary. On 2 June this  
year (2014), we celebrated the 350th 
anniversary of the Royal Marines by 
commissioning a planter; the planting 
scheme features the Royal Marine's 
colours – red, blue, gold and green. In 
August we will commemorate the start 
of World War I with poppies and readings.

PAULINE POWELL 
Honorary Secretary,  
Friends of the Porter’s Garden

The main lawn in 2008 with granite seats 
and morello cherries 
Photo: Ann Coats

The raised extension, 2009
Photo: John Scott



 

A vISITING CARD TRICk 

The Victorian landscape 
gardener William Brodrick 
Thomas went to Ireland to 
advise several clients. At one 
site there was to be a new house 
and terraces. He marked the 
trees for removal by placing his 
visiting cards upon each one 
and then departed. Colonel 
Leslie, the owner, was asked by 
a friend if he had cut down the 
trees. He had not, he replied, 
because as soon as Thomas was 
on the train he had taken all 
the visiting cards off again. 

This came from research notes on the 
Freeman-Thomas family at the East Sussex 
Record Office, ref. AMS 6280. 

Article reproduced courtesy of Surrey  
Gardens Trust
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Other projects completed by the  
Friends include: the construction of  
a knot garden designed by a local 
school; providing an information board 
to explain the garden to visitors; and,  
by way of enhancing the garden with 
artistic and relevant furnishings, adding 
two planters of 18th-century design.  

The July 2003 issue of The Garden, the 
Journal of The Royal Horticultural 
Society, contained an article by Gilly 
Drummond, President of the Association 
of Garden Trusts, about revitalising public 
parks and public spaces. The last sentence, 
is relevant: ‘The challenge is to improve 
smaller, lower-profile public spaces, 
especially in less affluent urban areas, 
and to involve local people so they feel 
they “own” these attractive leisure 
spaces.’ This is exactly what the Friends 
of the Porter's Garden are striving to do.

There are more photographs on our 
website at http://www.hants.org.uk/
portersgarden/ 
www.twitter.com/portersgarden  

PETER POOLEy BA (CANTAB), BSC (COMPOST MANAGEMENT)

DEAN GARNIER POET IN RESIDENCE

Friends raise a glass  
to the new shed 
Photo: Janet Pooley

DEAN GARNIER GARDEN 

A Doggerel Ode 
in the style of William McGonagall

O sweet and lovely Shed in verdant green
So neat and smart a Shed was never seen
The choice of structure was ideal, I ween
It was approved by Chapter and by Dean.

’Tis true your sliding doors are not quite shuttable
But you have chains and locks that are unbustable
All your metal parts are deemed unrustable
There is no bit of you that is combustible.

The hardest work was done by Mike and Jim
Of all the Friends, most strong in every limb
But other workers, all with figures trim
Are also celebrated in this hymn.

Long may you stand, in this your bosky dell
Free from damage done by vandals fell
you’ll last, I’m sure, more years than I can tell
Blest Shed! your Friends all wish you well.



Harry Inigo Triggs was born in Chiswick, London, in 1876  
to Anne, née Bryant, and James Triggs. When Triggs was 16, 
his father died and he apprenticed himself to an architect, 
Peter Dollar, in the City. He won the Architectural 
Association’s travelling studentship, which enabled him to 
travel in Britain and Europe from 1900 to 1902. Between 
1902 and 1906 he set up a practice in St Moritz, having 
been recommended to go there for his health, which was 
never robust. During this time, he visited Italy and 
published The Art of Garden Design in Italy (1906). While he 
was in Sicily, it seems he met Gladys Claire Hill, whom he 
married in 1906. He designed La Guardiola, in Taormina, 
for her sister, Mabel.

On returning to England in 1908, Triggs joined the 
architectural firm of William Frederick Unsworth (1850–
1912), which became Unsworth and Triggs, based in 
Petersfield. After William’s death in 1912, Triggs continued 
to practise with William’s son, Gerald Unsworth. The 
attribution of work among the partners in the Unsworth  
and Triggs practice is not straightforward and has had to  
rely heavily on style, dating and occasional documentary 
sources. However, Triggs’ aunt, Margaret Triggs, asserted in 
conversation with Adrian Bird, a local historian who has 
researched Triggs for many years, that Triggs was ‘the partner 
who designed the gardens’. Respected locally in Hampshire 
and Sussex, he seems nationally to have existed in the 
shadow of contemporary designers such as Edwin Lutyens, 
Harold Peto and Thomas Mawson.  

Characteristic design elements 
Although Triggs was practising during the Arts and Crafts 
period, he was a formalist in style, often using herbaceous 
planting in his gardens to soften the effect of straight lines. 
His houses were usually tile-hung, south facing where 
possible, on elevated sites with views out into the 
countryside, and often with loggias. Sparsholt Manor, near 
Winchester, designed in 1922, is a typical example. Its 

gardens were lovingly restored to the Triggs design early in 
the 21st century and in 2009 both the house and garden 
were given Grade II listing. 

Triggs’ gardens were characterised by a strong axial element 
and a formal, though not oppressive, geometry. They 
included structures characteristic of the period: terraces, 
parterres, rills, sunken gardens, pergolas and tennis lawns. 
Although Italian and Moorish designs clearly informed 
Triggs’ work, as at Ashford Chace, there was a restraint that 
was absent in Harold Peto’s work, and a sense of working 
with the scale and character of the landscape that is less 
obvious in the work of Edwin Lutyens or Thomas Mawson. 
Triggs’ respect for vernacular styles of architecture and 
building materials had its foundation in the Arts and Crafts 
movement, but his garden design did not embrace the 
‘cottage’ style with which it is associated. Rather, his designs 
may well have been influenced by Blomfield’s The Formal 
Garden in England (1892). Gertrude Jekyll’s influence can be 
seen in Triggs’ use of low, stone retaining walls with plants 
trailing over or planted in them, whilst his extensive studies 
of major villas and gardens in Italy were reflected in his 
habitual use of terraces and geometric forms adjacent to 
houses, often with water in some form.

Hampshire gardens
Two of the earliest places designed by Triggs in Hampshire 
were his own house, Little Boarhunt, in 1910 (Grade I listed 
1984) and Bramshott Rectory, 1912, both in Liphook. Little 
Boarhunt reflects the predilection of the Unsworth practice 
for using vernacular materials, often the local Bargate stone, 
and adapting or reusing existing buildings. There, Triggs 
incorporated an existing barn and farmhouse to create the 
family home.

The plan for Bramshott Rectory (now known as Hailie) is 
one of only three existing Triggs’ plans. (The other two 
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ABOVE Sparsholt Manor, created in 1922  Photo: Wendy Bishop

BELOW Sparsholt Manor, showing how the garden relates to the landscape   Photo: Janet Hurrell, 2008  



surviving plans are a draft plan for Durford Edge in Durford 
Wood and a drainage plan for Stonerwood Park.) Although  
it was a small garden by the standards of the time (about an 
acre), the essential elements of a Triggs’ design were present: 
strong axial lines, a sunken garden with geometric pool and 
rill, a tennis lawn and views out from the house, albeit 
through the orchard to the meadow, and across the lawn  
to the summer house. 

Both Durford Court (1913) and Durford Edge (1914) in 
Durford Wood, on the Hampshire/Surrey border, conform  
to Trigg’s precepts of placing the south-facing house on a 
terrace, looking out into the landscape, with an axial layout 
underpinning the garden design. Today, the views are largely 
lost behind the mature trees of Durford Wood, but much  
of the design has survived at Durford Edge, although 
rhododendrons are making a determined attempt to obscure 
some parts. On the south side, Triggs used further terraces to 
accommodate the sharp gradient. The tennis lawn, with its 
delightful little pavilion, and circular rose garden can still  
be seen. To the east of the house is a rectangular parterre 
garden for which Jekyll designed planting in 1928–9, after 
Triggs’ death in 1923.

Another of Triggs’ earliest significant commissions was 
Ashford Chace, Steep, in 1912. It is possible that all three 
partners, William and Gerald Unsworth as well as Triggs, 
were involved, though William died in October of that year. 
Perhaps William’s influence can be seen in the Moorish 
water garden: a plan of the Generaliffe drawn by him was 
published in Triggs’ Garden Craft in Europe (1913). It certainly 

has an exotic air about it and the house itself had a loggia  
on the upper floor, and a teahouse on the eastern side of the 
ground floor (both are now enclosed). 

From the lower terrace on the western side of the house a 
long paved walk, bounded by rosemary and lavender, led 
downhill to the informal part of the gardens. The walk had  
a significant retaining wall on the south side, and let into 
the top along its whole length was a rill, today occupied by 
sedum. This led to a south-facing Fig Garden, on two levels, 
with a semi-circular pergola. 

At Stonerwood Park, near Petersfield, Triggs created an 
elaborate landscape around an existing house, which  
was ‘Jacobethan’ in style. It seems likely that he was 
commissioned to redesign the extensive garden (27 acres)  
in 1919, as the sales brochure of 1921 says: ‘Two years ago 
the wonderful new gardens were added at a cost of several 
thousand pounds.’ The axial layout can be clearly discerned, 
carrying the visitor down the length of the garden through  
a series of ‘rooms’, and stepping gently down from terrace to 
terrace as the land fell southwards. 

Triggs began by transforming the slope below the bank on 
which the house stood into a retaining wall, with an elegant 
balustraded terrace and a bastion at the eastern corner. A  
gap in the mature trees in front of the house allowed a  
view down the length of the garden. Then came the two 
symmetrical upper parterre gardens and steps down to the 
‘Italian’ garden, with its semi-circular pool and rill, leading 
to a round pond with a cherub acting as a fountain.

Sunken garden and rill, Little Boarhunt
Photo: Wendy Bishop, 2012



The main axis was carried between a long allée of yew 
hedges and generous herbaceous borders, culminating in  
an unusually shaped, formal pond with rills on either side. 
South of the upper parterre gardens was a little rose garden, 
and to the north was a courtyard garden on two levels.
Steps from here led up to a sundial garden, with a dovecote 
sitting on the wall. A walled kitchen garden lay to the 
south of the entrance drive. It seems likely that the owner 
would have been highly pleased with his outlay of several 
thousand pounds.

A career cut short 
Triggs died in Sicily in 1923, at the age of 47, and remains 
something of an enigma partly because there have been  
so few publications about him. Some may dismiss him  
as merely one more in a series of minor Arts and Crafts 
designers, but his own publications Formal Gardens in 
England and Scotland (1902), The Art of Garden Design in Italy 
(1906) and Garden Craft in Europe (1913) provide some insight 
into the influences on his work in Britain and abroad. 
Examination of his designs, too, show that they are very 
distinctive and the larger commissions of La Guardiola in 
Sicily, Stonerwood Park and Ashford Chace in Hampshire, 
together with two listed gardens in England, give a 
tantalising glimpse of what he might have achieved  
had he lived longer. Triggs’ garden designs sit within the 
mainstream of the classically influenced formality of  
the early 20th century, alongside people such as Peto and 
Mawson, but each design was intimately connected with  
the site, and the house and garden were ‘married’ through  

the architectural style of the house, the use of vernacular 
materials and the connecting loggias and terraces. The 
significance of Triggs’ work lies in this blending of classical 
formality with an Arts and Crafts intimacy, and this is what 
makes his garden designs both so distinctive  
and attractive.

REFERENCES
Hampshire Record Office (HRO)
Stonerwood Park, sales brochure 32M67/2/66 
Plans for Triggs sites 93M73/BP1135/93M73/BP1162
Country Life magazine 18.12.1920
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The Moorish water garden, Ashford Chace, 1912 
Photo: Copyright Country Life

ABOVE  The Italian garden, Stonerwood, from the  
sales brochure of 1921
Photo: Courtesy Hampshire Records Office

TOP Plan of Stonerwood, from the sales brochure of 1921 
Photo: Courtesy Hampshire Records Office
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T E A M  R E P O R T                   Education Team 

Working with  
schools

HGT was approached for a grant to help 
fund the outdoor decking area. At our 
site meeting we were able to identify 
and talk through further ideas for 
creating additional growing spaces for 
the children. We were pleased to give  
a grant of £500, which enabled the 
management committee to plan their 
purchasing and works programme to 
best effect. The new site was opened 
officially in September 2013.
 

St Swithun Wells  
Catholic Primary School, 
Chandlers Ford
This school won the Peter Maunder 
Trophy for 2014 in recognition of the 
continuing high-quality development  
of its outdoor learning areas. In 2010  
it had received a grant from HGT for 
lecterns displaying information to help 
pupils identify insects around their new 
pond area. Since then the children have 
designed and constructed a bug hotel, 
run a ‘Gardening bee’ Sunday for family 
and friends, and grown and sold herbs 
as part of the Waitrose ‘Grow and  
Sell’ scheme.

Applemore Technology 
College, Dibden Purlieu, 
Southampton
This is a secondary school where the 
aspiration was to make something of a 
blank grass square surrounded on three 
sides by classrooms. 

‘The Garden Project’ was initiated  
by a group of students from the  
Dyslexia Support Base who were 
interested in the environment and  
had taken the lead in the drive to  
create an outdoor classroom. The  
whole school community was involved 
in designing the new area, so there  
was a marked sense of ownership and 
pride in the project. This came over  
very clearly when I visited, and the  
team gave a detailed presentation of 
their plans. The Schools Team was very 
happy to award a grant to meet the cost 
of installing raised beds. Work was 
carried out over the Easter break this 
year, with students, staff and volunteers 
giving time and energy to ensure the 

There is a clear vision to keep moving 
forward and we continue to be 
impressed by the commitment to  
make the best possible use of the site  
for outdoor learning, not least through 
an energetic fundraising programme. 
The dedication of the gardening club 
has produced a thriving outdoor 
learning area and an understanding  
of the environment. The result is a 
very high-quality addition to the  
school grounds.

The three of us in the Schools Team 
have our work cut out to make sure  
we are able to connect with schools 
across Hampshire who ask for help, 
especially as we all live in the same  
area of the county. We are seeing an 
encouraging range of contacts from 
schools this year and some very well-
prepared project plans. Being able to 
understand the school’s aspirations, the 
context within the site and the funding 
issues helps us prepare for a visit and  
is an important part of the grant 
application process. This article 
summarises three projects. The  
schools cater for three different age 
groups in quite different settings, but  
all approached us with a clear vision  
and determination to enhance their 
outdoor space for learning. The  
‘before and after’ photographs  
illustrate three very successful  
outcomes.

The Valley Pre-school, 
Meonstoke 
It is hard to imagine a more 
quintessential village setting than this 
site. This is a very popular pre-school, 
whose staff were finding it increasingly 
difficult to provide outdoor learning for 
their lively 3–5 year olds. Additionally, 
the second-hand cabin that housed  
the pre-school was nearing the end  
of its life.

One of the features of this project was 
the committed and energetic group of 
parents on the management committee, 
who had found imaginative ways of 
raising funds and had been granted 
consent to replace the cabin with a new 
modular building. Careful preparation 
and planning saw the old building 
removed and the new one installed  
over the summer break, ready for the 
new school year.

SUE STUART
Chairman, Education Team

TOP Valley Pre-school, before the work 
was undertaken and ABOVE, with the 
new decking in place
Photo: Sue Stuart St Swithun Wells Catholic Primary School 

receiving the Peter Maunder trophy 2014 
Photo: Sue Stuart
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T E A M  R E P O R T                   Education Team 

Working with  
schools

timescale was achieved. A notable 
feature was the invitation by the head 
teacher to a lunch held to thank all 
those who had helped to complete the 
first phase of the project. Plans for a 
shed, aviary and orchard are now in 
hands. Watch this space!

TOP Applemore Technology College – the 
grass square before work was carried out 
and, ABOVE, the new outdoor classroom
Photo: Sue Stuart

Flanders poppies in 
Southampton Old Cemetery

During the month of May 2014 the 
treasurer of Friends of Southampton 
Old Cemetery (FoSOC), Billy Ferguson, 
was spotted digging holes in the Old 
Cemetery but this time, would you 
believe, in the main lawn in front of 
the Cross of Sacrifice. He had very 
carefully cut the turf out, cleverly 
using a paper template and a length 
of board to make sure all the edges 
were straight. Barney (FoSOC mascot 
dog) watched the whole operation 
intently, but was aghast when Billy 
then put the paper in the holes and 
buried it, aided and abetted by val 
Ferguson, FoSOC’s Secretary. Several 
passers-by were also highly bemused 
by this bizarre behaviour. And, as if 
once wasn't enough, Billy then 
repeated the operation a few days 
later on each side of the Belgian war 
memorial. There was of course a 
perfectly logical explanation for this 
rather strange behaviour: the paper 
was in fact a very thin, fully 

biodegradable mat impregnated with 
thousands of 'Flanders' poppy seeds. 

Why Flanders poppies? As I write this,  
in July, FoSOC is planning an open day 
in the cemetery on Sunday 10 August 
2014 to commemorate the start of the 
World War I, during which the mayor  
of Southampton, Councillor Sue 
Blatchford, will be laying a wreath at  
the Cross of Sacrifice after the bugler 
plays the Last Post and a minute’s 
silence is observed. How wonderful  
the poppies will look, swaying gently 
in the breeze under the shadows cast 
by the Cross of Sacrifice and the bell 
tower of the Anglican Chapel. ’Their 
names liveth for ever more …’

The flowers may be short-lived, but the 
seeds are there for ever.

For other events FoSOC will be holding, 
please check out our website on fosoc.org

Words and photographs by

vAL FERGUSON & 
BRUCE LARNER  

The poppies in flower, in July and, INSET, Billy 
reparing to plant the seed mat in the main lawn  
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British 
Gardens  
in Time
THE GREATEST GARDENS 
AND THE PEOPLE WHO 
SHAPED THEM

by Katie Campbell

224pp, illustrated
Frances Lincoln, 2014
ISBN: 978-0-7112-3576-2 
Hardback £20

Reviewed by  

SALLy MILLER   
Chairman, Research Group

Remaking  
a Garden 
THE LASKETT 
TRANSFORMED

By Roy Strong
Photographs by  
Clive Boursnell
176pp, illustrated
Frances Lincoln, 2014
ISBN: 978-0-7112 3396-6
Hardback  £30

Reviewed by  

JANE BALFOUR   
Garden historian and specialist in 
the Arts and Crafts movement

Remaking a Garden will certainly delight 
those HGT members who visited The 
Laskett in 2011, but it will also resonate 
with those who had the delight this  
June of a visit to the centenary border  
in the Sir Harold Hillier Gardens – the 
remaking of which, similarly, became 
necessary when the background 
framework – in this case, yew and  
holly – had encroached so much it had 
diminished the width of the border and 
depleted its fertility.

In this book Roy Strong shares with us, 
in his customary lucid prose, the 
problems and mammoth decisions 
required for both house and 4-acre 

This book was written to accompany  
the recent four-part BBC series ‘British 
Gardens in Time’. The programmes 
were designed for an audience 
interested in our great iconic gardens 
while not necessarily knowing very 

garden following the sudden death of 
his wife, the renowned stage designer 
Julia Trevelyan Oman, in 2003. Naturally, 
when such shared creativity comes to an 
end, a radical rethink is called for. After  
a reorganisation of the house and the 
interment of his wife’s ashes in an urn  
in her beloved orchard, Roy Strong 
addressed the urgent need to fell a  
arge but diseased C. leylandii hedge.  
Its removal allowed the flooding of new 
light into the garden and revealed the 
extent to which The Lasketts’ distinctive 
topiary and hedges had become 
overlarge and vistas had been lost.  
A complete transformation of the 
garden followed. We journey through 
each significantly named area with the 
aid of Jonathan Myles Lea’s illustrated 
plan, and Clive Boursnell’s numerous 
photographs detail the work as it 
progresses. Trees were culled and 
hedges cut back or shaped into curves; 
significant vistas were opened up and, 
often, flowers introduced for the first 
time (perhaps, as Strong says, to  
the relief of the late Rosemary verey).

One of the most dramatic 
improvements was the creation of the 
New Walk. This leads between Roman 
pillars, standing rather like a proscenium 
arch, and up a paved walk through the 
remodelled kitchen garden to the 
Colonnade, in the Italian style. This 
provides a haven for visitors in wet 
weather and acts as a reception area. 
The adjoining garage was removed to 
create the gardener’s garden.

Roy Strong explains the reasoning 
behind many of the idiosyncratic names 
of areas or artefacts in the garden. Some 
are associated with his books or work,  
or with the scenery of the operatic 
productions designed by his late wife; 
others were inherited from her 
distinguished forebears.

Roy Strong’s writing also takes us on  
a revealing personal journey, and the 
lavish illustrations make it an expensive 
publication. However, it will allow his 
admirers to revisit the garden in  
their mind and it will provide huge 
encouragement to those of us who,  
like him, are fortunate to have owned 
the same garden for 40 years but are 
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often not bold enough to tackle radical  
work when required. Please could Roy 
Strong’s inestimable gardeners Shaun 
Cadman and Philip Teague be on hand 
to help! 
 



much about their history, and the book 
reflects the difficulty of addressing that 
demographic. It is really two books in 
one. The first part, ‘A Short History of 
British Gardens’, does exactly what it 
says on the tin – 35 pages that gallop 
rather breathlessly across three centuries 
of garden history from the Romans 
through medieval monasteries, Tudor, 
Elizabethan and Jacobean gardens 
before reining in at the end of the  
17th century with the ‘Dutch’ gardens 
of William and Mary. Side panels 
provide a chronology of significant 
historical events in each era, while inset 
boxes are used to present anecdotal 
additions to the main text, such as 
‘Forest Law and Robin Hood’, ‘Herbals 
Become Bestsellers’. Of necessity in such 
a brief overview, there are omissions, 
simplifications (and a few minor errors), 
but as an introduction to garden history 
it serves very well: a clear and engaging 
read for a new audience.  

The first part of the book concludes  
with the rather arbitrary distinction 
between the ‘formal’ gardens that had 

gone before and the birth, in the early 
18th century, of the English Landscape 
style: ‘for the first time in horticultural 
history, England led the way while 
Europe followed’. This simplification 
serves to launch us into the second part 
of the book: the four great gardens 
chosen for the BBC series: Stowe, 
Biddulph Grange, Nymans and Great 
Dixter. Here the book significantly shifts 
gear and depth: Stowe alone occupies 
more pages than the ‘Short History’. 
The gardens were selected to represent 
the next three centuries: Stowe for the 
18th century; Biddulph for the 19th and 
Nymans and Great Dixter for the two 
halves of the fractured 20th century (but 
each chapter concludes with potted 
histories of contemporary gardens, so 
the selection could as easily have been 
Stourhead; Chatsworth; Hidcote and 
Beth Chatto’s garden).

These chapters are a delight, anchoring 
each garden in its political, social and 
economic time – and in the personalities 
of the individuals who created or most 
emphatically stamped their mark on 

them. The historical scene setting is clear 
and detailed; the descriptions evocative 
and the anecdotes fascinating. katie 
Campbell is a well-known lecturer and 
writer on the social history of gardening, 
and her knowledge and understanding 
underpins and informs her analysis of 
each garden. If you already know these 
gardens, your understanding of them 
will deepen; if you are new to them,  
you will be inspired to visit.

A few gripes. A sketch plan of each of 
the four gardens would have helped  
the reader to navigate the descriptions. 
There is no bibliography, which is a 
shame – even a brief one might have 
encouraged further reading. But this 
book is beautifully illustrated on every 
page and the choice of images is 
excellent. Well written and well 
produced, it has been expertly copy-
edited and proofed: no typos spotted, 
which is sadly unusual these days! If  
you love gardens, this is a very good 
place to start learning more about their 
significance in their own time and why 
we still recognise their greatness today. 
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      News from the Trust 

Solar voltaic and wind farms

JANET HURRELL 
Member of the Management Team

We are sometimes asked whether the Trust has a policy on 
applications for solar and/or wind farms. The Trust has a wide 
spectrum of members, with many differing views, so it has to 
be seen to be non-political and if possible non-controversial. 
However, it can support these two forms of renewable energy 
when they impinge on or are likely to affect the setting of an 
historic park or garden. Thus we expressed our opposition to 
the siting of a 77ha solar photovoltaic park that would affect 
the ‘designed view’ from one of the terraces of Marsh Court, a 
Grade II* listed house and garden in the Test valley designed in 
1901–04 by Edwin Lutyens and Gertrude Jekyll. We are pleased 
to report that following advice for rejection by Test valley 
planners but acceptance by the Southern councillors, the Test 
valley Planning Control Committee finally rejected the 
application. Also in Test valley, a planning inspector had earlier 
turned down an application for a smaller solar farm near to 
Green Place, created by Arts and Crafts designer Hugh Baillie-
Scott on the grounds ‘… of the significance of the views out 
from the designed space’.

The acronyms AGT and GHS are probably unknown  
to many members. They stand for the Association  
of Gardens Trusts and the Garden History Society.  
The former is the national body representing the 36 
county gardens trusts; the latter is the Garden History 
Society, the esteemed body set up in 1966 to safeguard 
the future of historic parks and gardens, many of which 
were then in danger of disappearing without trace. As 
with many voluntary organisations, funding has become 
a major issue for both the AGT and the GHS, and a 
proposed merger is currently under consideration.  
At the moment HGT has some concerns over various 
governance and organisational details. We will update 
you via the website. 

AGT/GHS Merger



THE CAPAbiliTy 
bROWN FESTiVAl 
The year 2016 will see the 300th anniversary of the birth of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown. 
Brown’s natural style, now considered quintessentially English, influenced the design of parks 
and gardens across Northern Europe to Russia and, through Thomas Jefferson, to the United 
States. Hailed as a genius in his day, Brown continues to be recognised worldwide for his 
holistic, artistic and pragmatic vision. yet many remain unaware of Brown’s contribution to 
the iconic parks that play a major part in our nation’s landscape. 

A very public celebration of Brown’s achievements is being planned for 2016 by the  
Capability Brown Festival organising team which, among many other bodies, includes the 
Association of Gardens Trusts, Blenheim Place, English Heritage, the Garden History Society,  
the Historic Houses Association, the National Gardens Scheme, Natural England, the National 
Trust, Parks & Gardens Uk, the RHS and visit Britain. The project is being managed by the 
Landscape Institute.

Owners of existing Brown landscapes, estate teams and head gardeners, trusts, museums 
and galleries, institutes, schools, colleges and universities are participating in the partnership 
for this national campaign in England and Wales – and more are welcome. The Heritage 
Lottery Fund has given the Capability Brown Festival a development grant to help raise  
the festival’s profile and to encourage a whole range of sites, people and new audiences  
to become interested and engaged. We hope that the work we do in this development  
phase will ensure us a second-round grant in the spring of 2015 to put our ideas into full 
action in 2016.

The aim of the festival is not only to celebrate Brown as an artist and landscape designer but 
also to encourage a more diverse public to visit, learn about and enjoy his landscapes. To 
achieve any of this, the project aims to engage volunteers in the celebrations, stimulate new 
research, encourage conservation projects, champion the development of conservation skills 
and promote the understanding of the art and design of Brown’s landscapes. It will also 
encourage and support as many Brown sites as possible, including those not usually open  
to the public, to open or to share their heritage during 2016. 

It sounds a tall order and, given the iconic nature of its subject, not an easy one to  
fulfil. However, there are two years to work from planning to implementation of this 
innovative project. 

To find out more about the project please visit: 
www.capabilitybrown.org   

And if you feel that there is any way in which you might be able to be involved locally, in 
Hampshire, or you just would like to know more about what is happening locally, please 
contact the office: admin@hgt.org   Tel: 01794 367752
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